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Abstract—The emergence of computation intensive and delay
sensitive on-vehicle applications makes it quite a challenge for
vehicles to be able to provide the required level of computation
capacity, and thus the performance. Vehicular Edge Computing
(VEC) is a new computing paradigm with a great potential to
enhance vehicular performance by offloading applications from
the resource-constrained vehicles to lightweight and ubiquitous
VEC servers. Nevertheless, offloading schemes where all vehicles
offload their tasks to the same VEC server, can limit the
performance gain due to overload. To address this problem, in
this paper, we propose integrating load balancing with offloading,
and study resource allocation for a multi-user multi-server
VEC system. First, we formulate the joint load balancing and
offloading problem as a mixed integer non-linear programming
problem to maximize system utility. Particularly, we take IEEE
802.11p protocol into consideration for modeling the system
utility. Then, we decouple the problem as two subproblems
and develop a low-complexity algorithm to jointly make VEC
server selection, and optimize offloading ratio and computation
resource. Numerical results illustrate that the proposed algorithm
exhibits fast convergence and demonstrates the superior performance of our joint optimal VEC server selection and offloading
(JSCO) algorithm compared to the benchmark solutions.
Index Terms—Vehicular edge computing (VEC), computation
offloading, offloading, load balance, resource allocation, optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The advancements in Internet of Things (IoT) and wireless
technologies have paved a way towards realizing new applications with advanced features. For instance, on-vehicle cameras
and embedded sensors, can play a crucial role towards efficient and safe transportation systems. However, the resourceconstrained vehicles can be strained by computation-intensive
applications, thus resulting in bottlenecks and making it challenging for the vehicles to ensure the required level of Quality
of Service (QoS) [1], [2]. Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) can
alleviate the need of heavy computation from the vehicles, yet
enable such applications by providing computation capabilities
at the edge of the radio access network and in close proximity
to mobile users [1], [2], [3], [4].
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Vehicular edge computing is a promising new paradigm
that has received much attention lately, as it can extend the
computation capability to vehicular network edge [5], [6].
With the advent of VEC, lightweight but ubiquitous edge
resources deployed on nearby Road Side Units (RSUs) offer
vehicles high QoS. Further, localized processing is enabled to
save backhaul bandwidth and awareness about location is also
beneficial to resource allocation.
There has been considerable amount of work focusing on
computation offloading under cellular network. The authors
considered/analyzed the problem of binary offloading decision
where each user independently chooses whether to execute
the task locally or to offload the task to the edge servers, to
minimize energy consumption and/or computation latency [7],
[8], [9]. Studies such as [10], [11] and [12] proposed partial
offloading where the input data can be arbitrarily divided
into two parts for local and edge computation. Compared to
binary offloading, it is more reasonable to offload partially
to VEC server, since wireless channel resource is limited.
Moreover, different from the cellular network, the wireless
technology in vehicular environment is generally adopted the
contention based IEEE 802.11p standard [13], which makes
partial offloading even more reasonable. Motivated by such
considerations, in this paper, we dynamically offload parts
of computation tasks from vehicles to VEC servers based on
IEEE 802.11p.
In conventional MEC network, all mobile users have to
offload their tasks to only one MEC server located at the base
station. As a result, some users’ tasks may not be accomplished
within the permissible latency threshold. A vehicular network
consists of multiple VEC servers and each vehicle can select
one of them as its target offloading server. To satisfy vehicles’
requirements, we balance the load among VEC servers and,
at the same time, maximize system utility. In addition, as
the mobility of vehicles also has a significant impact on task
completion latency, we also incorporate mobility into problem
formulation.
We propose integrating load balancing with offloading in order to address the following critical challenges: 1) VEC server
selection for offloading and load balancing, 2) determining optimal offloading fraction to maximize system utility. To address
these challenges, we consider a VEC network, which consists
of multiple mobile vehicles and RSUs. Each RSU consists of a
VEC server. Mobile vehicles are required to compute different
computation tasks within a certain time. Each vehicle can
select one VEC server to offload the task to. We model VEC
server selection as a binary decision. By jointly optimizing
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offloading ratio and selection decision, we obtain the optimal
strategy for maximizing system utility. Further, computation
resource allocation is also taken into consideration. The key
contributions of our work are as follows:
• We jointly model VEC server selection for offloading and
load balancing to execute tasks associated with vehicular
applications.
• We formulate the joint load balancing and offloading
problem as a system utility maximization problem under
the permissible latency constraint. We adopt comprehensive task processing delay as the performance metric by
jointly analyzing transmission model and computation
model.
• We propose a joint optimal VEC server selection and
offloading (JSCO) algorithm with which we can find
the solution of the optimization problem in a distributed
manner and with less overhead. Extensive experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works
on offloading are presented in Section II. In Section III, we
introduce the system model. In Section IV, we formulate the
joint load balancing and offloading problem and propose a
low-complexity JSCO algorithm to solve this problem. We
evaluate the performance of the JSCO algorithm and provide
illustrative results in Section V. We conclude the paper in
Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
MEC has recently attracted much attention from both
academia and industry, as it brings computation and storage
resources to the network edge enabling computing and caching
capabilities in close proximity to users, which are in line with
the requirements of several new and emerging applications including vehicular applications. Recent works on MEC include
those that reduce energy consumption [7], [8], [10], [12], [14],
[15], and those that reduce latency [16], [17] by offloading
computation-heavy and latency-sensitive tasks to nearby RSUs
and/or base stations for remote execution. Studies such as
[18], [19] jointly considered content caching and offloading for
MEC, and implied that moving popular contents close to end
users can reduce replicated transmission and improve users’
quality of experience.
The author in [7] proposed to minimize the system energy consumption while also ensuring that latency constraints
of the computation tasks are met. With dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling techniques, binary offloading [8] and
partial offloading [10] for minimizing energy consumption
by controlling the CPU-cycle frequencies were proposed. In
[12], the offloading problem was studied with an objective
to minimize the weighted sum of mobile energy consumption
under the constraint on computation latency for a multi-user
MEC system. In [14], computation offloading was investigated
to minimize energy consumption at the mobile devices. In [15],
the authors proposed a multi-user MEC system by integrating
a multi-antenna Access Point (AP) with an MEC server such
that mobile users can execute their respective tasks locally by
themselves or offload them to the AP. In [16], a delay-optimal

computation offloading algorithm was proposed by jointly
considering the offloading decision, the CPU-cycle frequencies
for mobile execution, and the transmit power for computation
offloading. The authors in [17] formulated a power-constrained
delay minimization problem and proposed an efficient onedimensional search algorithm to solve it. Several other works
such as [9], [11] attempted to find a trade-off between energy
consumption and execution delay. In [9], the authors proposed
a multi-user computation offloading problem and adopted a
game theoretic approach for achieving efficient computation
offloading in a distributed manner. In [11], the authors proposed an integrated framework for computation offloading and
interference management for a wireless cellular network. The
aforementioned computation offloading schemes assume that
there is only one MEC server deployed at a base station or
an AP. In our scenario of a vehicular network, multiple VEC
servers exist along the road, and the vehicles are mobile, thus
making the state of the art schemes either infeasible or of
limited applicability.
A few studies such as [20], [21] investigated the performance of computation offloading for vehicle networks. In [20],
the authors proposed a stackelberg game theoretic approach
to design an optimal multilevel offloading scheme, which
maximizes the utilities of both the vehicles and the VEC
servers. In [21], the authors designed an efficient computation
offloading strategy through a contract theoretic approach to
reduce offloading latency and transmission. Different from the
above work, in this paper we propose joint load balancing and
offloading such that each vehicle can select one VEC server
and offload parts of its computation task for edge execution
which can help to enhance the system utility.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. VEC Network
We consider a unidirectional road, where M RSUs are located along the road, as shown in Fig. 1. Each RSU is equipped
with a VEC server, whose computation resources are limited.
We denote the id set of these RSUs as M = {1, ..., M }. Due
to variation in wireless environment, the size of the wireless
coverage areas of these RSUs may be different [22]. We
divide the road into M segments, with length {L1 , L2 , .., LM }
respectively.
There are N vehicles arriving at the starting point of the
road. The vehicles are running at speed v. Each vehicle
has a computation task, which can be described as Di ,
(di , ci , Timax ), i ∈ N = {1, 2, ..., N }, where di denotes the
size of computation input data (e.g. the program codes and
input parameters), ci is the required computation resource for
computing task Di , and Timax denotes the maximum latency
allowed to accomplish the task. Each task can be divided
into two parts and parallel executed at the vehicles and VEC
servers. Specifically, let λij (0 ≤ λij ≤ 1) be the offloading
ratio variable which represents the ratio of the offloaded task
to the total task. Vehicle i offloads λij di to the VEC server on
RSU j and computes the rest (1 − λij )di locally [12]. Denote
xij ∈ {0, 1} as the selection decision variable, i.e., xij = 1 if
vehicle i chooses VEC server on RSU j as its target offloading
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Fig. 1: The VEC offloading in a vehicular network.
server and offloads λij di parts of the task to this server, and
xij = 0 otherwise.
The processing of a computation-intensive task involves
three main components of time which are incured due to
mobility of vehicle, wireless transmission, and computation.
Thus, the task processing delay can be correspondingly divided
into three parts. The first one is the time that vehicle i
moves from the starting point to the coverage of RSU j (i.e.
P
j−1
k=1 Lj )/v). The second part is the transmission time that
a task is transmitted from vehicle i to RSU j via wireless
channel. The third part is the computation time which depends
on the allocated computation resource and task size. Further,
since the wireless access technique between a vehicle and an
RSU is generally based on IEEE 802.11p which includes a
contention-based Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol,
it is necessary to model the transmission time with taking
this protocol into consideration. Next, we present models of
transmission time, computation time, task processing delay,
and system utility.
B. Transmission Time
The IEEE 802.11p adopts the Carrier Sense Multiple Access
protocol with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) [23] for data
transmission. According to CSMA/CA, the offloading task
may experience one of the following processes at one time
slot: 1) successful packet transmission, 2) packet collision,
and 3) backoff. To reduce collisions, we also take Request
To Send/Clear To Send (RTS/CTS) into account.
We define psij to represent successful transmission probability between vehicle i and RSU j. A successful transmission
indicates that only one offloading task is successfully transmitted in a time slot without collision, thus
psij = Nj τij (1 − τij )Nj −1 ,

(1)

where τij is the probability that vehicle i offloads its task to
PN
RSU j in a random time slot [24] and Nj = i=1 xij , (Nj ≤
N ) is the amount of vehicles, chosen by the VEC server on
RSU j. We define the successful transmission period as Tijs ,
such that
Tijs = Φ + Tijp,
(2)
where Φ = H+SIF S+δ +ACK+AIF S+δ +RT S+SIF S+δ+
CT S+SIF S+δ is specific to the MAC protocol (i.e. δ is the
propagation delay, H = P HYhead + M AChead denotes the

overhead of packet header, SIF S is the interval of the short
inter-frame space, ACK is the interval of acknowledgement,
AIF S is the interval of the arbitration inter-frame spacing,
RT S is the RTS interval, CT S is the CTS interval, respectively). Tijp is the transmission delay taking on the wireless
channel, which can be written as
λij di
(3)
Tijp =
Bj log(1 + Pi Gij )
where Bj is the bandwidth of RSU j, Pi is the transmission
power of vehicle i, and Gij is the channel gain between vehicle
i and RSU j.
Let pcij denote collision probability and Tijc represent the
corresponding collision period. pcij indicates that there are at
least two offloading tasks transmitted in the same time slot,
which can be expressed as
pcij = 1 − (1 − τij )Nj − Nj τij (1 − τij )Nj −1 .

(4)

Tijc is expressed as
Tijc = RT S +AIF S +δ .

(5)

pidle
ij

Let
denote the probability that the wireless channel
is idle. The idle state means that all offloading tasks are not
transmitted at the current time slot, thus pidle
can be written
ij
as
Nj
pidle
.
(6)
ij = (1 − τij )
We define Rij as the normalized throughput, which can be
obtained using
psij λij di

Rij =

s
s
c
c
pidle
ij σ + pij Tij + pij Tij

(7)

where σ is the duration of a timeslot. As throughput presents
the amount of data that enters and goes through a system in a
time slot, it can also be represented in the form of data rate.
Thus, the transmission time for offloading λij di from vehicle
i to RSU j can be written as
Tijtrans =
=

λij di
Rij
Tijs

c
c
pidle
ij σ + pij Tij
+
psij

(8)

C. Computation Time
We introduce the computation model in terms of the task
computation time. For each task Di , the vehicle can execute
parts of Di locally on its own computing resources and offload
the rest to a VEC server to process.
Vehicle i executes (1 − λij )di parts of its computation task
Di locally. Let fi denote the computational resource of vehicle
i, which varies for different users and can be obtained through
offline measurement [25]. The local computation time Tijloc can
now be expressed as
Tijloc =

(1 − λij )ci
fi

(9)

For the VEC server computing approach, vehicle i offloads
λij di parts of its computation task to the VEC server on RSU
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j via wireless access. Since Nj vehicles choose to offload
their tasks to VEC server on RSU j and the computation
resource of the VEC server is limited, we need to allocate
this computation resource among Nj vehicles. Denote Fj
as the total computation resource of VEC server on RSU j
and fij is the amount of computation resource that the VEC
PN
server assigns to vehicle i. We have i=1 xij fij ≤ Fj . The
computation time Tijvec on VEC server will be
Tijvec =

λij ci
fij

vector of VEC server selection decision, f = {fij } as the
computation resource vector, and λ = {λij } as offloading ratio
vector, respectively. We formulate the optimization problem as
follows:
N
X
P 1 : max
Ui
x,f ,λ

s.t.

M
X

(10)

06

Since each task can be divided into two parts and parallel
executed locally and at the VEC server simultaneously, the
task processing delay is determined by the maximum value
of the two parallel executed parts. If the task processing
delay is determined by the local executed part, task processing
delay is equal to the local computation time since the local
executed part does not experience the processes of movement
and wireless transmission. If the task processing delay is
determined by the VEC server executed part, task processing
delay consists of three parts: movement time, transmission
time, and computation time on VEC server. Thus, the task
processing delay is determined by the
Ti =

xij max{Tijloc ,

j=1

j−1
X
Lk
k=1

v

+ Tijtrans + Tijvec }

(11)

E. System Utility Function
Different from the task offloading in previous works which
aim to optimize energy consumption [7], [8], [10], [12], [14],
[15], the task processing delay is a critical metric for vehicles.
We therefore design a QoS based utility function, i.e., based
on the task processing delay. Here, vehicles are allowed to
offload its task to one VEC server at one time.
Due to the fact that the task processing delay is short, moving vehicles may have high satisfaction, the utility function as
a satisfaction function which should monotonically decrease
with Ti . Moreover, because of the limitation of computation
resource, offloading can be less efficient and result in overload,
if all vehicles select the same VEC server to offload their task
to. The utility function also should balance the load among
VEC servers. According to [26], [27], the logarithmic utility
is known as proportional fairness, which is able to achieve
load balancing [28]. Therefore, the utility function is defined
as
Ui = α log(1 + β − Ti )
(12)
where α is a satisfaction parameter, β is used to normalize
the satisfaction to be nonnegative. The higher the α, the more
gain of satisfaction.

xij = 1,

∀i∈N

(13a)
(13b)

j=1

D. Task Processing Delay

M
X

i=1

Ti 6 Timax , ∀ i ∈ N

06

N
X
i=1
M
X

xij fij 6 Fj , ∀ j ∈ M

(13c)

xij λij 6 1, ∀ i ∈ N

(13d)

j=1

0 6 λij 6 1
xij ∈ {0, 1},

∀ i ∈ N, j ∈ M
∀ i ∈ N, j ∈ M

(13e)
(13f)

The first constraint (13a) guarantees that the task processing
delay cannot exceed the maximum allowed latency Timax .
Constraints (13b) and (13f) state each vehicle offloads its task
to one and only one VEC server. Constraints (13c) ensures the
sum of the computation resource assigned to all tasks, which
choose the VEC server on RSU j, does not exceed the total
computation capacity of this VEC server. Constraints (13d)
and (13e) present the total offloaded task of vehicle i cannot
exceed to 1. The key challenge in solving this problem is
the integer constraint xij ∈ {0, 1}, which makes P1 a mixedinteger non-linear programming problem and this is in general
non-convex and NP-hard [29].
It is quite challenging to solve P1 which has non-convex
constraint (13a) and integer constraint (13f). In order to solve
P1, we first transform it into an equivalent form as shown in
Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. The optimization problem P1 can be transformed
into the following equivalent problem:
N X
M
X
P 1 : max
α log(1 + β − xij tij )
x,f ,λ

s.t.

i=1 j=1
M
X
j=1
Tijloc
j−1
X

xij tij 6 Timax , ∀ i ∈ N
∀ i ∈ N,j ∈ M

6 tij ,

(14a)
(14b)

Lk
+ Tijtrans + Tijvec 6 tij , ∀ i ∈ N , j ∈ M
v
k=1
(14c)
(13b), (13c), (13e)(13f )

IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND S OLUTION

Proof. we introduce an additional auxiliary variable tij to
PM
transform Ti into j=1 xij tij , which can be expressed as
j−1
X
Lk
tij = max{Tijloc ,
+ Tijtrans + Tijvec }
(15)
v

In this section, we formulate the joint load balancing and
offloading scheme as an optimization problem. The objective
is to maximize the system utility. Define x = {xij } as the

Pj−1 Lk
Since tij = max{Tijloc , k=1
+ Tijtrans + Tijvec }, conv
straint (13a) can equivalently transform into constraints

k=1
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(14a), (14b), and (14c). According to the
PMconstraints of
(13b) and (13f), Ui = α log(1 + β − j=1 xij tij ) =
PM
j=1 α log(1 + β − xij tij ). Moreover, according to the constraints of (13b), (13e), and (13f), (13d) can be omitted as
it is naturally satisfied. Specifically, since there is one and
only one xij that can be equal to 1, due to 0 6 λij 6 1,
PM
j=1 xij λij = λij cannot exceed 1, so (13d) is naturally
satisfied.

Since the sum of xij is already upper bounded by 1 in (18b),
we remove the upper bound 1 of xij and obtain constraint
(18c).

It is still challenging to solve P1 due to highly complex
coupling among optimization variables and mixed combinatorial feature. Therefore, we further decouple selection decision,
offloading ratio and computation resource allocation into two
subproblems (i.e. selection decision, optimization of offloading
ratio and computation resource) to develop a low-complexity
algorithm. That is, we determine x under given f and λ and
then f and λ under obtained x, and repeat this process until
convergence.

α tij 2
∂ 2 S(x)
=
−
60
∂x2ij
ln(2)(1 + β − xij tij )2

A. Selection Decision
The selection decision problem for a given f and λ from
P1 takes the form
N X
M
X
P 1.1 : max
α log(1 + β − xij tij )
x
(16)
i=1 j=1
s.t. (13b), (13c), (13f ), (14a)
In P1.1, all the indicator variables xij s are binary, while the
objective function is non-linear with respect to xij . Thus it is
also a mixed integer non-linear programming problem [30],
which is NP-hard.
To solve P1.1 with low complexity, we propose an approximation algorithm. First, we construct a subset Bi with a latency
threshold. Then we relax P1.1 as a continuous non-linear
programming problem and solve it using standard convex
method. Finally, we use a rounding method by constructing
a bipartite graph based on the continuous problem solution to
obtain a feasible solution.
To ensure each task of vehicles can be accomplished as soon
as possible, we construct an available RSU subset. According
to (15) and given λ and f , we construct subset Bi
tij
(17)
Bi = M ∩ {j| ∗ 6 ρ}
tij
where t∗ij = minj∈M tij and ρ is a threshold. After we
adopt this threshold, a limited number of RSUs are taken into
consideration for a vehicle.
Once Bi is determined, we relax the binary variable
xij into a real value in [0, 1]. We define S(x) =
PN PM
i=1
j=1 α log(1 + β − xij tij ). The original problem P1.1
is relaxed as follows:
max S(x)
X
s.t.
xij tij 6 Timax , ∀ i ∈ N
(18a)
j∈Bi

X

xij = 1,

∀i∈N

(18b)

j∈Bi

xij > 0,
xij = 0,
(13c)

∀j ∈ Bi ,
∀j ∈
/ Bi ,

∀i ∈ N
∀i ∈ N

(18c)
(18d)

Lemma 2. Problem (18) is a convex optimization problem.
Proof. The second-order derivative of S(x) with respect to
xij is
(19)

The objective function S(x) is concave. Combining with the
linear convex constraints, problem (18) is a convex optimization problem.
Problem (18) can be solved by an optimization solver
and we can obtain an optimal fractional solution, denoted as
x0 = {x0ij |x0ij ∈ [0, 1]}. This solution is an upper bound of
the original problem P1.1, because it is obtained by expanding
the solution space. Unfortunately, the solution of problem (18)
is usually an infeasible solution to P1.1 as it is fractional.
Therefore, we adopt a rounding method from [31] to obtain
a feasible solution for the original problem P1.1. In this
rounding method, a bipartite graph is constructed according
to the solution of problem (18), which is constructed as an
undirected bipartite graph.
The rounding technique consists of the following two steps:
1) construct a weighted bipartite graph to establish the relationship between vehicles and RSUs, 2) find a maximum matching
to obtain the integer solution based on the bipartite graph.
In step 1, we construct the weighted bipartite graph
G(U, V, E) to establish the relationship between vehicles and
RSUs. The set U represents the vehicles in the network.
PN The
set V = {vjs : j ∈ Bi , s = 1, ..., Jj }, where Jj = d i=1 x0ij e
implies VEC server on RSU j serves Jj vehicles. The nodes
{vjs:s=1,..,Jj } correspond to RSU j. The most important
procedure for constructing G is to set the edges and the edge
weight between U and V. The edges in G are constructed using
Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1. The approximation algorithm based on nonlinear programming and the rounding method ensures a
(1 + ρ)-approximation of the optimal solution.
Proof. The details of proof can be found in [31].
In step 2, we use the Hungarian algorithm [32] to find a
maximum profit matching whose total profit is the maximum
among all matchings. Note that, the profit of each edge is
defined to be α log(1+β −tij ). According to the matching, we
obtain the integer selection decision. Specifically, if the edge
(ui , vjs ) is in the matching, set xij = 1; otherwise, xij =
0. This maximum matching indicates a feasible solution for
P1.1. According to Theorem 1, the solution produced by the
rounding approximation algorithm is at most (1 + ρ) times
greater than the optimal solution.
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Algorithm 1 Construct the edges of bipartite graph G
1: Set E ← ∅.
2: if Jj 6 1 then
3:
There is only one node vj1 corresponding to base
station j.
4:
for each x0ij > 0 do
5:
Add edge (ui , vj1 ) into E and set the weight of
this edge as eij1 = x0ij .
6:
end for
7: else
Pis 0
xij > s.
8:
Find the minimum index is such that i=1
9:
if i = is−1 + 1, .., is − 1, and x0ij > 0 then
10:
Add edge (ui , vjs ) into E with weight eijs = x0ij .
11:
else if i = is then
12:
Add edge (ui , vjs ) into E with weight eijs = 1−
Pis −1 0
i=1 xij . This ensures that the total weight of
edges connecting vjs is at most 1.
13:
else
14:
Add edge (ui , vj(s+1) ) into E with weight
Pis 0
eij(s+1) = i=1
xij − s.
15:
end if
16: end if

B. Joint Optimization of Computation Resource and Offload
Ratio)
Substituting (2), (3), (8)-(10) into P 1, the joint optimization
of computation resource and offloading ratio problem for a
given x from P1 takes the form
P 1.2 : max
f ,λ

s.t.

M
N X
X

Λij is the upper bound of tij . Substituting (21) into P1.2, P1.2
can be bounded with the worst case delay as
max
f ,λ

s.t.

N X
M
X

α log(1 + β − xij λij (

i=1 j=1
M
X

xij (λij (

j=1

ci
+ ζij ) + Λij ) 6 Timax , ∀ i ∈ N
fij
(22a)

(13c), (13e)
Constraint (14a) is equivalent to (22a). (20a) and (20b) are
naturally satisfied so we omit them.
Lemma 3. Problem (22) is a non-linear and non-convex
problem.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Problem (22) is a non-linear and non-convex program
according to Lemma 3. Moreover, computation resource variables and offloading ratio variables are highly coupled with
each other in both the objective function and constraints.
Therefore, to solve we further decouple the two variables to
develop low-complexity algorithms. Specifically, we obtain f
under given λ and then obtain λ under given f , and repeat this
process until convergence.
1) Optimization of Computation Resource:
The computation resource allocation problem for the given
λ and x is
N X
M
X
ci
P 1.2.1 : max
α log(1 + β − xij λij (
f
fij
i=1 j=1

α log(1 + β − xij tij )

+ ζij ) − xij Λij )

i=1 j=1

(1 − λij )ci
6 tij ,
∀i∈N
(20a)
fi
j−1
c
c
X
pidle
Lk
ij σ + pij Tij
+ Tijp + Φ +
s
v
pij
k=1

λij ci
6 tij , ∀ i ∈ N
fij
(13c), (13e), (14a)
+

(20b)

s.t.

∂ 2 U (f )
6 0. We use
P1.2.1 is a convex problem as
∂f 2
Lagrangian method to solve this problem. The Lagrangian
function is
N X
M
X
ci
L(f , θ, ψ, ω) =
α log(1 + β − xij λij (
+ ζij )−
f
ij
i=1 j=1
xij Λij ) −

Since tij is non-differentiable with respect to fij and λij ,
we first approximate tij as
j−1

c
c
pidle
(1 − λij )ci X Lk
ij σ + pij Tij
+
+ Tijp + Φ +
fi
v
psij

N
X

θi (

M
X

Λij ) − Timax ) −

j=1
M
X
j=1

M X
M
X

xij (λij (

ci
+ ζij )+
fij

N
X
ψj (
xij fij − Fj )+
i=1

ωij xij fij

i=1 j=1

k=1

λij ci
ci
+
= λij (
+ ζij ) + Λij
fij
fij
(21)

(24)
where θ, ψ, and ω are the Lagrangian multipliers. The Lagrange dual function is then given by:
D(θ, ψ, ω) = max L(f , θ, ψ, ω)

ci
di
ci
and Λij =
+
where ζij = − +
fi
Bj log(1 + Pi Gij )
fi
c
c
pidle
Pj−1 Lk
ci
ij σ + pij Tij
+Φ+
. Moreover, λij (
+ ζij ) +
k=1
v
psij
fij

(23a)

(13c), (22a)

i=1

tij 6

ci
+ ζij ) − xij Λij )
fij

(25)

and the dual problem of P1.2.1 is
min
s.t.

D(θ, ψ, ω)
θ  0, ψ, ω  0

(26)
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Since P1.2.1 is convex, there exists a strictly feasible point,
so Slater’s condition holds, leading to strong duality [33]. This
allows us to solve the primal problem P1.2.1 via the dual
problem (26). The dual problem (26) can be solved using the
gradient method. As the Lagrange function is differentiable,
the gradients of the Lagrange multipliers can be obtained as

where ν, µ, and η are the Lagrangian multipliers. Based on the
KKT condition [33], the following complementary Slackness
conditions must be satisfied
νi (

j=1

∂L(f , θ, ψ, ω)
ci
=−
+ ζij ) + xij Λij ) + Timax
(xij λij (
∂θi
f
ij
j=1

(27)
By applying the gradient method, the Lagrange multipliers
are calculated iteratively as follows:
+

∂L
θi (t + 1) = θi (t) + κ1
∂θi

+
∂L
(28)
ψj (t + 1) = ψj (t) + κ2
∂ψj

+
∂L
ωij (t + 1) = ωij (t) + κ3
∂ωij
where κ1 , κ2 , κ3 > 0 are the gradient steps, t represents the
gradient number, and [·]+ denotes max(0, ·).
Taking the first-order derivative of L with respect to fij and
setting the result to zero, we obtain,
α xij λij ci
∂L(f , θ, ψ, ω)
=
ci
2
∂fij
fij ln(2)(1 + β − xij λij (
+ ζij ) − xij Λij )
fij
θi xij λij ci
− ψj xij + xij ωij = 0
+
2
fij
(29)
2) Optimization of Offloading Ratio:
From P 1.2, the offloading ratio problem for the given f and
x is
M
N X
X
ci
α log(1 + β − xij λij (
P 1.2.2 : max
λ
fij
i=1 j=1
(30)
+ ζij ) − xij Λij )
s.t. (13e), (22a)
It is clear that the objective function of problem (30) is logconcave with respect to λij and constraint (22a) is linear. Thus
the optimization problem (30) is convex. We use primal-dual
Lagrangian method to solve this problem.
The Lagrangian function is given as follows
M
X

ci
+ ζij ) − xij Λij )
=
α log(1 + β − xij λij (
f
ij
j=1
− νi (

M
X
j=1

−

M
X
j=1

xij (λij (

ci
+ ζij ) + Λij ) − Timax )
fij

µij (λij − 1) +

ci
+ ζij ) + Λij ) − Timax ) = 0
fij
(32)

Using the first-order derivative optimality condition, we write

∂L(f , θ, ψ, ω)
= xij fij
∂ωij

L0i (λ, ν, µ, η)

xij (λij (

0 ≤ λij ≤ 1
µij (λij − 1) = 0
ηij λij = 0
νi > 0, µij ≥ 0, ηij ≥ 0

M
X

N
X
∂L(f , θ, ψ, ω)
=−
xij fij + Fj
∂ψj
i=1

M
X

M
X

ηij λij

j=1

(31)

ci
α xij (
+ ζij )
∂L0i (λ, ν, µ, η)
fij
=−
ci
∂λij
ln(2)(1 + β − xij λij (
+ ζij ) − xij Λij )
fij
ci
− νi xij (
+ ζij ) − µij + ηij = 0
fij
(33)

Based on (33), we obtain the expression of λij , as in (34).
To satisfy the slackness condition of µij (λij − 1) = 0 and
ηij λij = 0, we consider four possible cases:
Case 1: µij = 0 and ηij = 0, Then, 0 ≤ λij ≤ 1.
PM
ci
Using νi ( j=1 xij (λij (
+ ζij ) + Λij ) − Timax ) = 0 and
fij
∂L0i (λ, ν, µ, η)
= 0, we get
∂λij
α
ln(2)(1 + β − Timax )

(35)

xij Λij − Timax ci
(
+ ζij )−1
xij
fij

(36)

νi = −
λij = −

Case 2: µij = 0 and ηij > 0. Then, λij = 0.
Case 3: µij > 0 and ηij = 0. Then, λij = 1. In this case,
vehicle i will offload the whole tasks to VEC server on RSU
j.
Case 4: µij > 0 and ηij > 0. This case has no λij that
satisfies all KKT conditions.
From above analysis, we obtain the optimal solution λij as

λij


x Λ − Timax ci

− ij ij
(
+ ζij )−1

xij
fij
= 0



1

if µij = 0 and ηij = 0.
if µij = 0 and ηij > 0.
if µij > 0 and ηij = 0.
(37)

C. Joint Algorithm for Selection Decision, Computation Resource, and Offloading Ratio
Based on above analysis, we present our joint algorithm for
selection decision, computation resource, and offloading ratio
(JSCO), which is summarized in Algorithm 2. By JSCO, P1
can be solved in a distributed manner. Specifically, we decouple P1 into selection decision and optimization of offloading
ratio and computation resource. First, based on given f and
λ, each vehicle obtains its selection decision using relaxation
and rounding method. Then under the obtained selection
decision and only by exchanging with the neighboring vehicles
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λij = −

1
α xij ci
ci
ci
(−
(
+ ζij )(νi xij (
+ ζij ) + µij − ηij )−1 − 1 − β + xij Λij )(
+ ζij )−1 5
xij
ln(2) fij
fij
fij

Algorithm 2 Joint Optimization for Selection, Computation,
and Offloading algorithm (JSCO)
1: Initialization:
(0)
• Set selection decision x
, computation resource f (0) ,
(0)
and offloading ratio λ ;
• Set k = 0;
2: repeat
3:
/*Selection Decision*/
4:
Based on f k−1 and λk−1 , each vehicle obtains the
selection decision by solving P1.1 with rounding;
5:
/* Optimization of Computation Resource
and Offloading Ratio*/
6:
repeat
7:
Update Lagrange mulitpliers θ(t + 1), ψ(t + 1),
and ω(t + 1) based on (28);
8:
Vehicles calculate f (k) based on (29);
9:
until Convergence
10:
Each vehicle calculates λ(k) based on (37);
11:
k = k+1;
12: until Convergence

which are served by the same VEC server, each vehicle uses
Lagrangian method to obtain f and λ and repeat this process
until convergence.
At each iteration of Algorithm 2, the computational
√ complexity for solving problem P1.1 is O((1 + a + b)a2 b + 1 +
|V||E|). Specifically, the computational complexity for solving
problem (18) is only polynomial in the number of variables
and constraints. The complexity
required to solve (18) is
√
thus O((1 + a + b)a2 b + 1), where a = N ∗ M is the
number of decision variables, b = 2N + N M is the number
of linear constraints. The complexity of rounding is polynomial in the number of nodes and edges, that is O(|V||E|).
Therfore, the computational
√ complexity for solving problem
P1.1 is O((1 + a + b)a2 b + 1 + |V||E|). For t iterations,
the complexity of the inner loop of Algorithm 2 is O(t).
Thus, the total complexity of√Algorithm 2, for k iterations,
is O(k(2 + t + (1 + a + b)a2 b + 1 + |V||E|).
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we present extensive simulation results to
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm.

(34)

TABLE I: Communication Parameters
Parameter
Bandwidth of each RSU
Transmission power of each vehicle
PHY header
MAC header
ACK
Slot (σ)
SIFS
AIFS
RTS
CTS
δ
CWmin
CWmax
The maximum backoff stage(V)
Retransmission limit (z)

Value
10 MHz
24dBm
64 µs
43 µs
101 µs
13 µs
32 µs
58 µs
144 µs
120 µs
2 µs
15 slots
1023 slots
5
4

vehicle has a computation task. We consider the input data
size, required computation resources, and maximum latency
constraint of each computation task are uniformly distributed
in the range of U[100, 300] KB, U[0.5, 1.5] GHz, and U[8, 10]
s, respectively. The computation resource of each vehicle is 1
GHz. The wireless communication technique between vehicle
and RSU is based on the IEEE 802.11p, and the communication parameters used in our simulations are summarized in
Table I [24], [34]. The channel model is based on Rayleigh
fading model.
To verify the performance of our joint algorithm JSCO, we
introduce the following benchmark schemes,
• SO: The Selection Optimization scheme (SO) selects
the best VEC server with maximal system utility for
each vehicle, under a given computation resource and
offloading ratio.
• CO: The Computation Offloading scheme (CO) jointly
optimizes computation resource and offloading ratio, as
in [14]. Herein, all vehicles offload their tasks to the
nearest VEC server as CO does not consider VEC server
selection.
• BFS: The Brute Force Scheme (BFS) explores all cases of
VEC server selections, feasible computation resource and
offloading ratio, and then chooses the VEC server with
maximal system utility for each vehicle, which finds the
global optimum.
B. Convergence

A. Simulation Parameters
We consider a unidirectional road, where 5 RSUs are randomly located along a 100-meter road. Each RSU is equipped
with a VEC server. The computation resources of the VEC
servers from the beginning of the road to the other end are
{c, c + ∆, c + 2∆, c + 3∆, c + 4∆}, where c = 5 GHz and
∆ = 5 GHz. There are 40 arriving vehicles on the road,
and they are running at a constant speed 120 km/hr. Each

In this subsection, we evaluate the convergence of the
proposed JSCO algorithm under different initial points. We
first plot the convergence evolution of the inner loop of
Algorithm 2, i.e. the loop from step 6 to step 9 in the proposed
JSCO algorithm. From Fig. 2, we observe that the allocated
computation resource on each vehicle can achieve converge
within 10 iterations and it converges almost simultaneously
under different initial points. The convergence of the proposed
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Fig. 2: Convergence of the computation resource allocation
under different initial points with N = 40, M = 5.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of system utility of the number of arriving
vehicles at the starting point under different schemes with
M = 5.
JSCO algorithm is similar to the results of Fig. 2 so we omit
it here. Based on the above results, we can conclude that the
proposed JSCO algorithm for solving the hard problem P1 is
usually efficient.
C. System Utility
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the
proposed JSCO algorithm with other three schemes, i.e., SO,
CO, and BFS.
Fig. 3 plots the comparison of system utility with respect
to the number of arriving vehicles at the starting point. It also
illustrates the performance of JSCO and SO under different
amount of initial computation resource. From Fig. 3, we
can draw several observations. First, the performance of the
proposed JSCO significantly outperforms the two benchmark
policies, CO and SO. The reason is that the proposed JSCO
algorithm jointly optimizes VEC server selection, computation
resource, and offloading ratio while CO only optimizes computation resource and offloading ratio, and SO only optimizes
VEC server selection. Second, with the variety of the initial
value of computation resource, JSCO presents a more stable
performance compared to SO. This is because the proposed

20
3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

Computation resources, c (GHz)

7.5

8.0

Fig. 4: Comparison of system utility of computation resources
under different schemes with N = 40, M = 5.
JSCO algorithm makes the optimization of computation resource such that the initial value of computation resource
has less impact on the performance of the proposed JSCO
algorithm. Further, the system utility gap between JSCO
and CO becomes large as the number of vehicles increases,
which is because CO does not consider VEC server selection.
Therefore, when the number of arriving vehicles becomes
large, CO results in a quite severe overload and low system
utility as it just makes all vehicles offload their tasks to the
nearest VEC server to process. However, with the optimization
of VEC server selection, the proposed JSCO algorithm can not
only optimize computation resource and offloading ratio but
also balance the amount of vehicles on each server to improve
system utility. In addition, BFS gets the optimal performance
by enumerating all possible solutions. Although BFS is with
the highest system utility, compared to JSCO, the time cost
of BFS is very huge which is proportional to the number of
candidate solutions.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison of system utility with respect
to computation resources under different schemes. We can
observe that the system utility of the proposed JSCO algorithm
is very close to the optimal solution (i.e. the system utility
of BFS). Further, the system utility of the proposed JSCO
algorithm can keep a relatively high and stable value even
when the computation resource is small. This is because, the
proposed JSCO algorithm can make full use of the computation resource of all VEC servers, and not only the nearest
VEC server. Therefore, when the computation capacity of the
nearest VEC server is small and cannot support all vehicles’
computation tasks, CO leads to an inferior performance but
JSCO can shift the load of the nearest VEC server to other
VEC servers and optimize the computation resource of other
VEC servers thus keeping a high and stable system utility.
D. Load Balance
In this subsection, we focus on the performance on load
balance under different schemes. Fig. 5 depicts the number of
vehicles on each server. Here, we consider that VEC server
1 is the closest server, whereas VEC server 5 is the farthest.
From Fig. 5, it can be observed that the proposed JSCO makes
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Fig. 5: Comparison of load balance under different schemes
with N = 60 and M = 5.
the most fair load allocation keeping the number of vehicles
served by each VEC server close. Since BFS and SO greedily
choose the VEC server with the maximal system utility, they
lead to an unbalanced assignment of load. On the contrary,
JSCO balances the number of vehicles served by each VEC
server as much as possible by taking load balancing into VEC
server selection and it keeps a higher system utility by jointly
considering computation resource and offloading ratio.
E. Impact of Speed
In this subsection, we examine the impact of speed on
system utility. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of system utility
with respect to the speed of vehicles for the above the proposed
JSCO, CO, and SO. From Fig. 6, we can see that the
system utility of the proposed JSCO and SO increases with
the increase in speed. A higher speed implies that a special
vehicle will pass by more VEC servers in a certain timeslot.
Thus, JSCO and SO can make a better VEC server selection
as the set of available VEC server becomes large. Moreover,
since JSCO takes the optimization of computation resource
and offloading ratio into account while SO only considers VEC
server selection, the system utility of JSCO is obviously better
compared to SO. On the other hand, CO is not sensitive to the
increment of speed because it does not consider VEC server
selection.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a joint load balancing and
offloading problem for maximizing system utility in vehicular edge computing network. We adopted a comprehensive
task processing delay to formulate the system utility, which
jointly considered transmission and computation time. A lowcomplexity algorithm, JSCO, was then developed, by jointly
optimizing selection decision, offloading ratio, and computation resource. Numerical results demonstrated that the proposed JSCO not only significantly outperforms the benchmark
policies in terms of system utility, but also performs well
on load balance compared to the other counterparts. For the
future work, we are going to consider a more general case that

80
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110

120

130

140

The speed of vehicles, v (km/hr)

Fig. 6: Comparison of system utility under different schemes
with N = 40, M = 5.

vehicles may arrive and depart dynamically at a unidirectional
road. In this case, the mobility patterns might be generalized
as a stochastic model in the problem formulation.

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 3
It is clear that problem (22) is non-linear. Then, we check
its convexity.
The second-order derivatives of U (f , λ) with respect to f
and λ are
∂ 2 U (f , λ)
2α xij λij ci




=−
∂f 2
3
1 + β − xij λij fciji + ζij − xij Λij
ln(2)fij
−

α xij 2 λij 2 ci 2



2
4
1 + β − xij λij fciji + ζij − xij Λij
ln(2)fij
(38)

As
α
>
0,
xij λijci


1 + β − xij λij fciji + ζij − xij Λij

>
>

0,

0,
we

and
have

∂ 2 U (f , λ)
6 0.
∂f 2
∂ 2 U (f , λ)
=−
∂λ2

α xij 2



ci
fij

+ ζij

2




2 6 0
ln (2) 1 + β − xij λij fciji + ζij − xij Λij
(39)

∂ 2 U (f , λ)
∂ 2 U (f , λ)
=
=
∂f ∂λ
∂λ∂f
α xij ci



+
2
fij ln (2) 1 + β − xij λij fciji + ζij − xij Λij
α xij 2 λij ci
fij 2 ln (2)



ci
fij

+ ζij



1 + β − xij λij



ci
fij


2 > 0
+ ζij − xij Λij
(40)
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Since the following inequation is indefinite, problem (22)
is non-convex [35]
∂ 2 U (f , λ) ∂ 2 U (f , λ) ∂ 2 U (f , λ) ∂ 2 U (f , λ)
−
=
∂f 2
∂λ2
∂f ∂λ
∂λ∂f
2
3 2
α xij ci ζij λij
2

3
λ c x
2
(ln (2)) fij 4 1 + β − ijfiji ij − xij λij ζij − xij Λij
+2

α2 xij 3 ζij 2 λij ci

2
(ln (2)) fij 3 1 + β −

λij ci xij
fij

− xij λij ζij − xij Λij

3

α2 xij 2 ci 2

−
2



(ln (2)) fij 4 1 + β −

λij ci xij
z

− xij λij ζij − xij Λij

2
(41)
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